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Market Update — January 14th, 2022 

The spot resin markets heated up as the New Year ushered in, trading 
activity began at the get go and continued to improve through mid-
Jan. We expected business to resume when market participants re-
turned from the year-end holiday break, but still, after a relatively 
slow Nov and Dec, it was very nice to serve a steady flow of buyer 
requests, which returned the best two-week performance since Octo-
ber. PE and PP resin availability was fairly flush the first week of Jan, 
but as resin sold, producers became a bit bolder with their offers and 
material tightened up a bit into mid-month. While there has been a 
wide range of prices transacting in the spot market, our official prime 
levels have held steady so far in early 2022. The lack of prime pricing 
movement could be construed as somewhat bullish having bucked the 
steady 4th quarter price erosion, which was sometimes extreme. PE 
producers signaled their desire to stem the slide in later Dec by issuing 
a mostly $.04/lb price increase for Jan contracts, and while the spot 
market has been exhibiting some firmness this month, it does not 
seem likely that the increase will take hold at this time, and some even 
remain hopeful for additional price relief this month. PP contracts will 
likely see very little movement in Jan, though we are seeing the spot 
market begin to firm back up. 
 
In effort to better balance supply / demand, resin producers curtailed 
production of both PE and PP during the 4th quarter while also trying 
to export as much material as possible. However, producers and re-
sellers continue to face difficulties moving all the desired inventory 
due to supply chain issues, a lack of containers, personnel, and ship 
space. The shortage of truck drivers has hit petrochemical and resin 
companies especially hard as packaging materials, labor, warehous-
ing, freight, and terminal costs keep increasing. Petrochemical produc-
ers have already announced updated freight surcharges for Jan. An 
ongoing shortage of Peroxide which helps to increase Polypropylene 
melt flow has created scarcity in high flow PP materials. Polyethylene 
Film grade resins are likely to see tight availability for slip additives 
from one large supplier following a fire and subsequent force majeure 
on products from its Memphis, TN facility during this past week. 
 
Upward international resin pricing pressure is also coming from the 
Energy futures complex which realized further gains as Crude Oil 
prices rose for a fourth consecutive week, and Nat Gas trended higher 
for a second straight week.   
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a 
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.  

Resin for Sale 21,852,476 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

HDPE - Blow 3,640,120              0.690$     0.800$     0.720$      0.770$     

LDPE - Film 3,335,728              0.730$     0.860$     0.780$      0.830$     

PP Copo - Inj 2,835,840              0.830$     0.990$     0.880$      0.980$     

HDPE - Inj 2,748,644              0.670$     0.830$     0.710$      0.760$     

PP Homo - Inj 2,535,196              0.720$     0.970$     0.800$      0.900$     

LLDPE - Inj 2,242,300              0.770$     0.950$     0.780$      0.830$     

HMWPE - Film 2,072,324              0.690$     0.750$     0.680$      0.730$     

LLDPE - Film 1,895,956              0.750$     0.890$     0.730$      0.780$     

LDPE - Inj 546,368                 0.780$     0.920$     0.820$      0.870$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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Crude Oil has jumped more than 10% since the start of 2022, driven 
mostly by a combination of geopolitical and supply concerns. US in-
ventories have fallen to their lowest levels since Oct 2018, while pro-
duction outages in Canada, Kazakhstan, and Libya also impacted mar-
kets. Besides the political unrest in Kazakhstan and Libya, Crude fu-
tures also rallied on worries of a possible attack by Russia on neigh-
boring Ukraine. In each of the first 2 weeks of Jan, oil prices estab-
lished their lows on Monday and their highs on Friday; this past week, 
Feb WTI traded in a range of $77.83/bbl to $84.45/bbl, ending Friday 
at $83.82/bbl for a weekly gain of $4.92/bbl. Mar Brent followed a 
similar trend, gaining strength as the week wore on, before settling 
Friday at $86.06/bbl, for a net gain of $4.31/bbl.  
 
Meanwhile, Nat Gas futures have soared nearly 14% since the start of 
the year, coming on the back of freezing winter weather conditions 
and stronger heating demand. Four US states on the East Coast 
(Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia) declared a state 
of emergency ahead of a large snowstorm that was expected ahead of 
this extended holiday weekend. From a Monday low of $3.977/
mmBtu, Feb Nat Gas peaked on Wednesday at $4.879/mmBtu. By 
Friday, Nat Gas eased to close at $4.262/mmBtu, down less than a 
percentage point on the day, but up by a hefty $.35/mmBtu on the 
week. NGLs also firmed with Jan Ethane edging up more than a pen-
ny to $.368/gal ($.155/lb) and Jan Propane jumping $.035/gal to 
$1.145/gal ($.324/lb). 
 
Trading activity also picked up in the downstream Monomer markets 
during the first half of the month, alongside vigorous interest, higher 
prices, and resurging volumes. Jan Ethylene rose into the high $.30s/
lb during the first week of Jan and continued to rally into mid-month 
amid heightened interest. This past week, spot Jan Ethylene began 
transacting on Monday at $.385/lb for LA delivery. By Wednesday, 
Jan Ethylene traded at $.42/lb before easing a tad. The TX Ethylene 
benchmark ended Friday at $.445/lb, gaining more than a nickel on 
the week and up a whopping 27% so far in this young year. Further 
out, Ethylene remained backwardated with Feb changing hands mid-
week at $.3825/lb in LA, and again in LA on Thursday at $.395/lb. 
Mar delivery was also done for LA on Wed at $.375/lb and at $.385/lb 
on Thursday.  
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PGP trading activity outshone Ethylene in the beginning on Jan trig-
gered by a PDH outage which sent prices higher, but left the spotlight 
this past week as the production issue was resolved. PGP for Jan de-
livery was completed a couple of times on Tuesday at $.545/lb, and 
drifted lower to end Friday at $.525/lb, for a weekly loss of nearly 
$.02/lb. Spot PGP is still up by more than 10% so far during Jan, lim-
iting the potential decrease in upcoming Jan PGP contract negotia-
tions. Deferred months were more active this past week as Feb PGP 
was sold at $.55/lb on Monday. Spot pricing trended lower the fol-
lowing days with a trio of transactions at $.545/lb on Tuesday, and a 
couple of deals at $.535/lb on Wednesday. The forward curve re-
mained flat overall, but far back contract months beyond May 2023 
saw deeper losses, dipping below $.52/lb. Though ample time re-
mains for market movement, current spot levels suggest an minimal 
Jan PGP contract decrease of perhaps $.01-.02/lb below the Dec PGP 
contract settlement of $.56/lb. 
 
The new year resurgence in Polyethylene trading activity was spread 
across a good mix of most HDPE, LDPE, and LLDPE grades. Sup-
plies had improved substantially during Dec, including better availability for the less liquid grades like LDPE and LLDPE injection which had remained 
scarce the longest. Relatively large volume of these injection grades have again been selling into the happy hands of buyers in need. HDPE for Blow 
Mold and Injection were quite loose into the calendar turn, but spot supplies of these grades have tightened substantially into mid-month. LDPE Film 
grades have remained plentiful in Jan and demand has improved especially for Frac Melt, so good volumes have been changing hands across our plat-
form. All LLDPE Film grades including Butene, Hexene, Octene and Metallocene remain exceedingly tight, most fresh offers sell to awaiting buyers 
with nary an excess pellet floating around long. In the meantime, it is still too early to gauge the prospects of the nominated Jan contract increase. Dec PE 
contracts were confirmed at a decrease of $.05-.07/lb, which closed Q4 out with as much as $.17/lb of price relief. Although the Dec contract price came 
down, PE contracts finished 2021 up a net $.24-.26/lb increase for the year. Should producers not find success with price increases announced at $.04-
.07/lb in Jan, they could realize a better opportunity in Feb as they seek to tip the supply/demand balance back into the sell side. 
 
Polypropylene trading has been solid the first two weeks of 2022, with a good mix of Homopolymer and Copolymer offers coming to market alongside 
better demand, so completed volumes improved further after a strong close to 2021. Pricing for Prime PP grades remained under $1.00/lb with the HoPP/
CoPP spread still running at $.08/lb. Dec PP contracts were finalized in early Jan at a $.14-15/lb drop from Nov, a dime of which can be attributed to 
PGP contracts and up to a nickel of PP margin contraction. The decrease in Dec PP contracts capped off 2021 with a decline of as much as $.415/lb over 
the past four months, although 2021 contracts still managed to end the year up a net $.215/lb. After working down imports and waiting out the market as 
it declined throughout Q4 of 2021, we started to see signs of buyers getting back into the market and picking off truckloads here and there, but demand 
enhanced only slightly alongside flush inventory levels and very good availability. However, the first week of Jan saw solid sales for HoPP very high 
melt (melt blown) used for face masks as well as HoPP Raffia, CoPP 20 melt and above as well as Prime CoPP Random Clarified at a variety of melt 
flows. There were plentiful offers for Prime and widespec HoPP railcars as well, higher quality material sold quickly, while low-end material lingered. 
This past week saw some good turnover of both bulk railcar and packaged truckloads as processors restocked with more vigor. Should PGP pricing show 
additional strength in Jan, it may prompt a more aggressive rush of additional buyers into the PP market.  
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